ORNiThOLOGY lost a resourceful pioneer in the passing of Samuel Prentiss Baldwin. He was fully as much a pioneer in both spirit and deed as any explorer of unknown realms either present or past. Exploration for him was into new fields of thought, into the development of new methods, and into the establishment of new facts to add to world-wide wisdom. These explorations led him no farther than his own garden and farm and into the minds and manners of our most common birds. 
When Samuel Prentiss turned from his early interest in geology to the practice of law and then later was compelled to give this up, his attention to business did not require all of his energy. This was the time that he and Mrs. Baldwin were developing their country home, and his interests naturally turned to flowers, trees, and horticulture in general. The plantings on his estate were made under his immediate direction, and he obtained a great variety of species from all over the country, most of which he could identify even to scientific names without a moment's hesitation. For many years he had a regular practice of making a complete survey through his gardens and lawns two or three or more times a week, and noting the time and order of leating, flowering, and seeding. These data have not been compiled and summarized although one or two articles of a horticultural nature were published.
First an ornithologist, then a geologist, next a lawyer, then a business man, then a horticulturist, Samuel Prentiss Baldwin finally reverted to his first interest and during the last twenty-five years of his life was an earnest student of bird life. "The Sparrows were destroyed in large numbers, and the farm pretty well cleared of them, greatly to the comfort, evidently, of the native birds; for it was very noticeable that, as the Sparrows decreased in number, the native birds greatly increased. The result was most satisfactory, and the traps should be recommended to all who are interested in attracting native birds to their vicinity. The importance of the former American Bird-banding Association during this early period is evident. Though not successful in banding many birds, it nevertheless kept the idea alive and made available to those interested a limited number of bands. Dr. Baldwin often remarked that any special recognition he may have received for developing bird-banding was due in large part to his good fortune in securing bands from this association while others were compelled either to make their own or to wait until an additional supply became available.
During the years 1914 to 1918, sixteen hundred bands were placed on birds by Dr. Baldwin both at the Gates MAlls, Ohio, estate and at Thomasville, Georgia. Only three of these birds were heard from again at other localities, although some sixty were retrapped at the same localities where first taken, some even the third and fourth years. Dr. Baldwin never made a special point of banding large numbers of individuals for the sake of a big record. Rather an attempt was made to obtain all possible information from those that were handled. During recent years practically all birds captured were examined for malformations or injuries and were weighed, ectoparasites were collected, and notations made as to progress of molt. Usually the banding work was most intensive from late May to early September, although occasionally from April to November, and for a few years it was extended one day weekly or biweekly throughout the winter months. Up to the end of 1937, 21,682 birds belonging to eighty species had been banded at Gates Mills. Over half of these, 11,214 to be exact, were House Wrens in which a large number of nestlings are included. During the years of work at Thomasville, Georgia, One of the early objeetlons to bird-banding that made some people hesitant about adopting it was the possible harm it might cause the birds handled. Dr. Baldwin fought this idea diligently and published a special article on the subject in 1924. Repeatedly he demonstrated that because of banding, the use of bait at the traps, the erection of boxes, and planting of suitable trees and shrubs to make a better trapping station, the abundance of birds around his home was increased and the native birds were not frightened or driven away. After twenty-five years of trapping and intensive study of birds on his Gates Mills estate, the 'Bird-Lore' breeding-bird census for 1938 showed that the fifteen acres around his home ranked fourth highest in density of bird population out of 38 censuses in all sorts of habitats all over the country. In 1931 he published a short article on how to encourage birds around the home. Cats, red squirrels, and English Sparrows were the only enemies of native birds he advocated eliminating. This is well shown in the following quotation, which also illustrates his manner of expression: "Cats: I allow no eats on the place; I have no grudge against the cat, but I am raising birds, not cats. A friend of mine assures me she has a perfectly good cat that does not catch birds, but I would not have such a cat, it is not a healthy, normal cat; when a cat has so lost its spirit that it no longer enjoys the sport of catching live game, and is content to eat out of a dish, it is no longer much of a cat. Baldwin's satisfaction that the better class of members in these two groups, which are frequently considered opponents of conservation, are reasonable and when given the facts often come over to the other side. The problem of conservation seemed to be, therefore, a problem of mass education. The good of the campaign was probably not so much the changes in conservation laws effected as the initiation of educational programs among the various organized groups over the State. Along with the fight for the birds of prey, the question as to whether or not the Bob-white should remain on the songbird list was also in the forefront. This was before the present impetus for the management of wildlife was well under way, and the question was not of controlled hunting in local regions but of throwing down the laws for hunting by all throughout the State. That this latter would have been disastrous was demonstrated by arguments, and the species remained on the protected list.
Dr. Baldwin was not a hunter nor did he belong to any sportsmen's organization, although occasionally he tramped the fields with friends and relatives in Georgia in their pursuit of the Bob-white. He went along not to shoot but to enjoy the walk, the dogs, and the birds. He had much to do in 1923 with the organization and early planning of the Quail Investigation in Georgia under the Biological Survey, which had for its aim a thorough and complete study of this gamebird.
In his early years of bird-banding, Dr. Baldwin was coming more and more to concentrate on a special life-history study of his own on the wellknown little House Wren. In his first paper in 1919, he includes an illustration of a box with a trapdoor useful for studying and banding wrens and Bluebirds, and in 1914, twelve wrens were banded. Later, hundreds of these boxes were erected on his own estate and on neighboring estates within a mile's radius, and the daily life of many birds was observed. KENDEIG•I, In Memo•gam: Samuel Prentiss Baldwin [Jan.
In later years the Ohio House Wren was recognized as a distinct subspecies and in recognition of his interests was fittingly designated Troglodytes a•don baldwlni.
One of the earliest things he discovered about the House Wren was the prevalence of 'divorce' and mating with other individuals for second broods or following years. This was reported in his first paper and later expanded into a special article on the 'marriage relations' of the House Wren, perhaps the first serious study of this sort undertaken on wild birds where, of course, the identity of individuals first had to be established. The similarity of this behavior as well as other intimate details in the life history of this bird to human behavior struck the fancy of the layman and received considerable newspaper publicity.
In order to extend his banding work at Thomasville, Georgia, over a longer period and to expand its scope, Dr. My own association with Dr. Baldwin began in 1925 when I was also employed during the summer as an assistant. Each summer thereafter two or more assistants were regularly present; during some years there were as many as five. Dr. Baldwin was always very good and generous to his assistants, aiding them in many ways in their training both in science and in the ways of life. He tried always to develop the best in their character and ability. His assistants both valued his deep interest and respected him highly for his excdlence as a man.
With this acquiring of a staff of research assistants, the Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory was definitely born, a suitable building was erected, and a research library started. Up to the present time and including publications that appeared before 1925, a total of thirty-four contributions to ornithological science has appeared. Research notes fill forty-four large typewritten volumes. Four copies of each year's field and laboratory notes were always made and distributed in different places as insurance against fire and loss. There remains to be prepared, however, a monograph summarizing all this work, especially with the' House Wren, a good share of which has never been published and which should make a complete life story of this bird.
The development of apparatus and methods has been an important function of this laboratory and continually engaged Dr. Baldwin's attention. Aside from bird-banding, trapping, and the photomicrographic outfit discussed, instruments for recording nest activity and temperature have been most important. Their use has had an interesting development as one research led to another. Very early in the study it seemed desirable to know whether and how often the adult birds spent the night in the nest box, or if the male spent the night in one of his supernumerary nests. The latter supposition is not true but it was found that the female stayed in the nest box during the eggdaying period and often before any eggs were laid. The question then arose as to the amount of incubation the first eggs of a set received before the last ones were laid. Some method was desired to obtain nest temperatures without disturbing the adult birds. At this point, Dr. Baldwin Sawyer, a nephew of Dr. Baldwin and director of the Brush Laboratories of Cleveland specializing in research in physics, suggested the use of a thermo-couple. This consists of a thin wire that could easily be strung through the nest over or under the eggs and carried to a recording potentiometer in the laboratory. In 1926, this apparatus was obtained and the recording of nest temperatures was begun. Immediately it was evident that much interesting information regarding periods of attentiveness and inattentiveness or time on and off the eggs could be obtained from the changes in nest temperature that occurred. This led to the publication in 1927 of a paper describing the periods and the method of recording. Since then much additional information has been obtained on many species and this is in process of compilation.
However, periods on and off and number of times the young birds were fed could not be determined by changes in the temperature of the nest after KENDEIGIt, In Memoriam: Samuel Prentiss Baldwin [Jan.
the eggs hatched. A new method was required. About this time, while in Massachusetts on vacation, Dr. Baldwin obtained an idea that birds ma7 be weighed as the 7 come to their nest b 7 stepping on a speeiall 7 prepared perch. From this the concept developed that perhaps as the House Wrens came to their boxes, their weight could be made to press down the perches on the front of the boxes suffleientl 7 to make an electrical contact, thus registering their visits. However, it would not tell whether the bird had simpl 7 alighted on the perch and flown awa 7 or had entered the nest. This would be remedied by having two perches, one just inside the entrance, so that the outer perch when it made its electric contact would throw the pen one wa7, the inner perch would throw it the other way, thus telling the direction of the bird's moving. I-Ienee came the 'wrenograph,' a name which was later changed to 'itograph,' a word of Dr. Baldwin's own invention, for more general application. Since this time, the itograph has been sueeessfull 7 applied to several species with open nests not in boxes and has also been used to record aetivit7 of mammals and reptiles. To return to the temperature-recording instrument, the thermo-eouple at various times was inserted below the eggs to get nest temperatures, inside the egg to obtain the temperature of incubation, and just above the eggs so that when incubating, the female adult bird was compelled to sit directly on it so that her skin temperature was recorded. Involved in the development of a constant body temperature are not only a control over the rate at which heat is lost from the body but also a control over its production. To understand this latter control, measurements of the rate of metabolism or heat production in young birds was undertaken, and is being reported on in one of the papers referred to above. Naturally, this leads into similar studies with adult birds, which had just been started at the time of Dr. Baldwin's death. Various aspects involved in the metabolic responses of adult birds have been investigated, however. Rapidity of food digestion and daily requirements have been studied. A derailed analysis of variations in weight has been made, and relation of energy resources to amount of breeding has been investigated. Another related study, well begun, is the study of rate of heart beat in birds. At least eight-years' time has been devoted to developing a method of recording this rate with the bird as little disturbed as possible. Here again, as with other instrumental technique, the Brush Laboratories have given invaluable aid, and an apparatus has been worked out, a description of which will soon be published, that records the heart rate of adult birds sitting undisturbed on their nests. This study of rate of heart beat will prove of special value if it can be shown to be an index of the rate of energy metabolism going on in the bird. The aim inherent in all these researches is to discover the mechanics of living in the wild, active animal.
Dr. Baldwin took a leading part in the development of all of these instruments and methods. His ideas were often the most useful and original ones. His various assistants contributed their special talents and trained abilities in various ways, but Dr. Baldwin's creative sense and resourcefulness of ideas often more than offset the training of his assistants in modern formal laboratory and research techniques. Without question Dr. Baldwin's place in the history of ornithology is an important one and it seems almost certain that the methods and ideas that he contributed will assume greater importance in the light of future ornithological knowledge. Doubtless his name will go down as one of the noteworthy ornithologists of all time. 
